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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

“Conventional wisdom” states that a high-sodium diet will increase your blood pressure, thereby

raising your risk for a cardiac event. This claim is largely based on uncontrolled case reports from

the early 1900s,  and despite more rigorous studies Gnding no support for the low-sodium

recommendation, the dogma around it has been hard to break through.

No Evidence to Support Low-Sodium Diet

For example, in December 2018, a systematic review  of nine studies concluded there was no

robust high-quality evidence available to either support or refute the use of a low-sodium diet for

people with heart failure. Then, in April 2022, the results of the SODIUM-HF trial  were published.

As reported by Medscape:

“SODIUM-HF is a pragmatic randomized controlled trial that tested general advice on

dietary sodium against a low-sodium diet of 1,500 mg daily ... Patients in SODIUM-HF had

class II-III New York Heart Association heart failure ... average age 66 years, average left

ventricular ejection fraction of 36%, good medical therapy.

The study was carried out in 26 sites in six countries over six years ... The primary endpoint

was a composite of all-cause death and hospitalization or emergency department visit for

cardiovascular (CV) reasons.”

Between baseline and the Grst 12 months of treatment, the median sodium intake decreased from

2,286 mg per day to 1,658 mg in the low sodium group, and from 2,119 mg per day to 2,073 mg

among controls.

At the end of the six-year study, 15% of the low-sodium arm and 17% of controls had experienced

cardiovascular-related admission to hospital, a cardiovascular-related emergency department visit,

or died — a difference in incidence that did not meet statistical signiGcance.

“ In ambulatory patients with heart failure, a
dietary intervention to reduce sodium intake did
not reduce clinical events. ~ The Lancet”

Interestingly, all-cause death was slightly higher in the low-sodium group at 6%, compared to 4%

among controls, although this did not meet statistical signiGcance either. As reported by

Medscape:

“The authors concluded with just one spin-free sentence: ‘In ambulatory patients with heart

failure, a dietary intervention to reduce sodium intake did not reduce clinical events.’"

One shortcoming of the study that may have confounded results is the fact that the control group

didn’t consume very high amounts of salt. The median difference in intake between the two groups

was only 415 mg per day. The average American consumes about 3 grams of salt per day, so the

control group wasn’t truly representative of the American public.

Another criticism has been that the enrolled patients weren’t sick enough to beneGt from a low-

sodium diet. Some believe had they included patients with more severe heart failure, they might

have found a beneGt. Still, these shortcomings don’t negate the results. In his Medscape review,

Dr. John Mandrola notes:

“SODIUM-HF is an ambitious trial looking at sodium restriction in different cultures. It

showed that under current care, in a typical heart failure cohort, recommending a stricter

low-sodium diet vs general advice did not make a difference in outcomes ... My takeaway is

that we don't have to spend time and energy getting patients to adhere to a super-low-

sodium diet.”

Salt De>ciency Is a Real Problem

Contrary to popular belief, it’s actually hard to consume harmful amounts of sodium, but it’s easy to

end up with too little. Symptoms of sodium deGciency include muscle fatigue, muscle spasm,

cramps, heart palpitations, lethargy and confusion.

Sodium is an electrolyte (a substance that conducts electricity) and helps regulate the amount of

water found inside and surrounding your cells. As an electrolyte, it’s also important for the

regulation of your blood pressure. If your salt level gets too low, you can end up chronically

dehydrated. Many patients with high blood pressure are also prescribed diuretics, which worsens

the situation.

Low-salt recommendations also rarely take coffee intake into account either, even though coffee

consumption is extremely common and will rapidly deplete your salt stores. If you drink four cups

of coffee in a day, you can easily expel more than 1 teaspoon of salt in your urine within four hours.

Yet, you’re being told to consume 1 teaspoon of salt (2,300 mg of sodium) per day or less.

If you’re a coffee drinker and follow this advice, you can end up with a signiGcant sodium deGciency

within mere days, as your body is losing large amounts of salt. Sweating will also eliminate salt

from your body, so if you sweat a lot, you may get rid of more than you add back in if you’re on a

low-salt diet.

Historical Salt Intakes Were 10 Times Higher

So, the universal recommendation to restrict salt intake isn’t a wise one. It also doesn’t make much

sense from historical and population perspectives. Historically, people consumed more than 10

times the amount of salt we consume today (as it was a primary food preservative).

In the 1600s in Sweden, it was estimated that the average person was consuming 100 grams of salt

per day. Today, most people get 10 grams of salt per day or less (1 teaspoon of salt equates to

2,300 milligrams (mg) of sodium and the average American consumes about 3,400 mg of sodium

per day). The emergence of high blood pressure in the early 1900s actually coincides with a

signiGcant reduction in salt intake as refrigeration replaced salt preservation.

Both the Japanese and South Koreans, whose life expectancies are among the longest in the world,

also consume the highest amounts of salt. All of these data and more are detailed in “The Salt Fix:

Why the Experts Got It All Wrong — and How Eating More Might Save Your Life,” written by James

DiNicolantonio, Pharm.D.

The idea that salt intake correlates with blood pressure was popularized by the Dietary Approaches

to Stop Hypertension (DASH) study,  published in 1999. Lower salt intake was one of the dietary

approaches employed in that study, but it wasn’t the only one. The DASH diet was also low in

processed foods and sugars, and these may have a far greater impact on your blood pressure than

salt.

Low-Salt Recommendations May Do More Harm Than Good

According to DiNicolantonio, your blood pressure may indeed go down when you reduce your salt

intake. The problem is that your total cholesterol to high-density lipoprotein (HDL) ratio, which is a

much better predictor of heart disease than low-density lipoprotein (LDL), is worsened right along

with it. Triglycerides and insulin are also increased.

So, overall, your heart disease risk increases rather than decreases, even though your blood

pressure readings appear better. What’s worse, salt deGciency also increases your chances of

developing insulin resistance, because one of the ways in which your body preserves salt is by

raising your insulin level. Higher insulin helps your kidneys retain more salt.

Insulin resistance, in turn, is a hallmark of not only heart disease but most chronic diseases. So, by

not taking the whole disease picture into account, the low-salt diet advice may actually end up

doing more harm than good. Unfortunately, as salt was viliGed, sugar ended up getting a free pass.

Your salt status also directly controls your magnesium and calcium levels. If you do not get enough

salt, your body not only starts pulling sodium from the bone, it also strips your bone of magnesium

and calcium to maintain a normal sodium level.

Your body will also attempt to maintain sodium by decreasing the amount of sodium lost in sweat,

excreting magnesium and calcium instead. Thirdly, low sodium will elevate aldosterone, a sodium-

retaining hormone, which also reduces magnesium by shuttling it out through your urine. 

A low-sodium diet is therefore one of the worst things you can do for your health, especially your

bone and heart health, as magnesium is one of the most important minerals for biological function.

Listen to Your Body

So, the take-away here is that there’s really no reason to be concerned about getting too much salt

in your diet. A 2017 study  conGrmed your body maintains a relatively constant sodium balance

regardless of your intake, and any excess is simply be expelled through your kidneys. According to

DiNicolantonio, a person with healthy kidneys can consume at least 86 grams of salt per day.

Your body also has a built-in “salt thermostat” that basically tells you how much you need by

regulating your craving for salt. So, learn to listen to your body and remember that if you sweat

profusely, either through exercise or sauna use, for example, or drink caffeinated beverages, you

automatically will need more than usual.

A number of medical conditions can also increase sodium loss or prevent your body from

absorbing salt well, such as ingammatory bowel diseases, sleep apnea, adrenal deGciency, bariatric

surgery, kidney diseases, hypothyroidism and celiac disease. So, if you have any of these, you may

need a bit more salt in your diet to compensate.

All of that said, there are some salt-sensitive subpopulations that may need to limit their salt intake

to 2,300 mg per day. This includes those with:

Endocrine disorders

High aldosterone levels

Cushing’s syndrome

Elevated cortisol

Liddle syndrome, a rare condition affecting about 1 in 1 million individuals, causing them to

retain too much salt. If treated with amiloride, salt intake probably does not need to be

restricted

Your Sodium-Potassium Ratio Is Far More Important 

While salt has been viliGed as a cause of high blood pressure and heart disease, research shows

the real key to normalizing your blood pressure is actually the ratio of sodium to potassium — not

your sodium intake alone.

Both salt and potassium are electrolytes, but while most of your potassium resides inside your

cells, most of the sodium resides outside of your cells. Potassium works in your body to relax the

walls of your arteries, keep your muscles from cramping and lower your blood pressure.

As a general rule, you want to consume Gve times more potassium than sodium. If you eat a

standard American diet of processed food, you’re likely getting twice as much sodium as

potassium. A simple way to check your ratio is to use my customized version of the free nutrient

tracker, cronometer.com/mercola, which will calculate your sodium-to-potassium ratio

automatically based on the foods you enter.

Healthy Versus Unhealthy Salt

To reap the beneGts of salt, make sure it’s unreGned and minimally processed. One of my personal

favorites is Himalayan pink salt, as it’s also rich in naturally-occurring trace minerals needed for

healthy bones, guid balance and overall health. Another good choice is Redmond Real Salt which,

like Himalayan salt, is mined from an ancient ocean salt deposit.

Table salt is not recommended, for a number of reasons. For starters, natural salt typically contains

84% sodium chloride and 16% naturally-occurring trace minerals, including silicon, phosphorous

and vanadium.

Processed table salt, on the other hand, contains over 97% sodium chloride; the rest is man-made

chemicals such as moisture absorbents and gow agents. A small amount of iodine may also be

added. In recent years, researchers have also discovered that some 90% of table salts are

contaminated with plastic.

Besides these basic differences in nutritional content, the processing also radically alters the

chemical structure of the salt. So, while you deGnitely need salt for optimal health, not just any salt

will do. What your body needs is natural, unprocessed salt, without added chemicals or plastic.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,116 ratings

ORDER NOW
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In a healthy diet and lifestyles with a balance between potassium and sodium chloride, cardiovascular diseases do not occur. The 10

factors informed by Dr. Mercola in today's second article are the ones that mark the path of the disease. The agri-food industry of

genetically modiGed products and BigPharma poisons promoted by government policies are the basis of chronic diseases. Based on

evidence from basic science, population studies, and clinical trials, research has reported that fructose plays an important role in the

development of hypertension.

Increased fructose consumption is linked to the development of alarming cardiometabolic conditions, such as obesity, insulin resistance,

type 2 diabetes, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, and cardiovascular disease jasn.asnjournals.org/.../1543.short  (2010)

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0024320520309875  (2020) The epidemic of hypertension is multifactorial (holistic),

each factor has a small role, and is due to: - Higher blood sugar levels (higher blood sugar damages the parasympathetic more than the

sympathetic and the imbalance results in higher blood pressure that is why diabetics almost always have high blood pressure.) -

Sodium-potassium balance. - Excess weight (blood pressure has to be higher to reach all parts of a larger body) - Lack of sleep

contributes to stress (stress raises blood pressure by activating the sympathetic nervous system) - Too little exercise - (exercise reduces

stress, keeps arteries healthy)
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Most physiological and biological processes function properly only when small amounts of sodium and chlorine, contained in salt,

are present in the body's cells. Consider also the sodium-potassium balance. Hydrochloric acid (HCL), present in the stomach, is

one of the essential guids of digestion. What is perhaps less well known is that the body produces this acid from salt. Low-salt

diets contribute to an increase in hormones and blood lipids with higher plasma levels of renin, cholesterol, and triglycerides. Low

sodium intake is associated with poor outcomes in type 2 diabetes, are more likely to die prematurely on a low-salt diet, due to

higher all-cause and cardiovascular mortality.

Recent studies have shown that endurance athletes frequently develop low blood sodium, or hyponatremia, even in the absence of

cognitive symptoms. Salt restriction can be especially dangerous for the elderly. Older people with hyponatremia have more falls

and broken hips and decreased cognitive abilities. chriskresser.com/.../salt  Research has found that small amounts of salt

increase appetite. The reason for this lies in our brain, which constantly monitors the nutrient content of the blood.

The low-salt diet (LS) activates the sympathetic nervous and renin-angiotensin-aldosterone systems, both of which can increase

insulin resistance (IR). In this study, low-salt diet was signiGcantly associated with a higher homeostasis model assessment index

independent of age, gender, blood pressure, body mass index, serum sodium and potassium, serum angiotensin II and the activity

of plasma renin, aldosterone and epinephrine and norepinephrine in urine. The low-salt diet is associated with an increase in IR.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S002604951000329X  (2011)
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So, by not taking the whole disease picture into account, many of the standard oocial medical advice may actually end up doing

more harm than good is pretty much the crust of the biscuit. It seems much of the Medical MaGa enforced dogma sits on a

foundation of notions determined in some cases a hundred years ago. Little if challenged at all. Much of those notions were based

on living standards divorced from anything remotely resembling living in Accord with Creation. We also have the destruction of the

very few peoples who live in a closer relationship with nature, so we end up with no control groups to understand what is, maybe

possible, or needed.

It is hard to know what healthy actually is. This article once again suggests a new and better standard would be for many things to

test the blood for levels of many health essentials. And we're in a situation where Doc & those like him have to face enormous

pressure & resistance to explore what real health is. We're currently in this one malady, one pill, to create more maladies to take

more pills. ProGt driven, resource reducing, dwindling health and quality of life - and you get blamed for your condition.
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I remember reading articles by a Dr. William Campbell years ago shooting down the "theory"; and that is what it is,  that table salt

was the huge bogeyman that the medical establishment made it out to be. He said the RDA speciGed by the "government" of all

organizations, was totally off the deep end. And, since when has the government ever been correct about anything concerning diet

& nutrition ?? Campbell believed that more people get too little rather than too much. He even said the human body has it's own

mechanism for keeping the body in balance. It was a strange and exotic phenomenon called "thirst" of all things.

As the bodies content of salt increases so does the bodies requirement for liquid. Increased intake of water due to increased thirst

brings the body back into balance very quickly. Years ago people working outdoors in hot weather were encouraged to consume

salt tablets throughout the day to increase their level of thirst to make them drink more guid to keep them from becoming

dehydrated in the heat increased by sweating. Without the proper amount of sodium all living animal species die.
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I have begun to wonder about this, are these many, many diseases we have today real or manmade?
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Gui, thanks for the information. Since I eat little in the way of processed food and restaurant food I am not getting the boost in salt.

I have always been under the impression that salt is what makes for high blood pressure. Lately I have been increasing my salt

intake, Redman's sea salt, and will increase it some more. I have cramps in my hands on occasion and will attribute that to low salt.

I also have been drinking coffee so sounds like that is reducing my salt. I remember the hot humid summer I spent at Parris Island,

South Carolina, Marine Corps boot camp. Enormous amount of sweating on the daily drill Geld. We had to take salt pills everyday.

The tables we had our meals on had bowls of salt pills and we had to hold the pills in our hand so the drill instructor could see we

were obeying orders and taking our salt. Potassium, I take daily supplements but they only amount to 15% of so-called RDA.  So I

need more. Not sure how much I am getting in my diet.
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... and remember to put lotsa salt 'n butter on the soft kill GMO/glyphosate ethanol corn that is likely being repurposed for the

“Perfect Soviety”. www.naturalnews.com/2022-04-20-grain-prices-historic-highs-china-hoard..  Starting next week, EU will impose

full embargo on Russian oil, sending prices above $185 a barrel: JPMorgan

www.naturalnews.com/2022-04-20-eu-full-embargo-russian-oil-prices-rise..  … and just two years ago to the day literally:

NUSADAILY.COM-NEW YORK – For the Grst time in history US crude oil futures have fallen below zero US dollars. The minus price

happened at the end of trading Monday, April 20, 2020 (Tuesday morning WIB). First in History, Minus Oil Price of (-40 US Dollars)

nusadaily.com/headlines/Grst-in-history-minus-oil-price-of-40-us-doll..  Perfect Society www.brighteon.com/.../perfectsociety
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Cows given free access to salt/mineral blocks just lick the blocks until they no longer crave anymore salt or minerals. They don't

tip over from over licking their mineral blocks. Eugenics/natural selection works... cows [two or four legged] that are deprived of or

avoid salt eventually go the way of the Dodo.
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Gui, I am a salty-food lover and have been my entire life. I'm 70 and very healthy. The good health could be the result of luck

mostly, since I have consumed too much alcohol even for the average rhinoceros, but have evaded liver problems. Maybe the

disdain of sugar has worked in my favor, too. However, my question regards potassium. My wife loves bananas and has suggested

that I add one daily, if I can Gnd a drink that uses one, since she feels the potassium-sodium balance would work to my beneGt. I

am willing to actually eat a real piece of the fruit, along with my salty diet, if you think it might work towards more balance in my

system. What do you think?
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Otis, you could try adding a little salt to your coffee, it's actually quite delicious. Full interview with Dr DiNicolantonio, where he

mentions this trick: www.youtube.com/watch
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I don't even have to read this to tell you what the answer is (I will go back and read later). NO! Salt does not cause chronic high blood

pressure. If you have artery disease it will cause acute (temporary) blood pressure increase due to water retention. I learned the hard way

what cutting out salt will do to you. Everyone has heard my heart attack (HA) story, but I always leave out on major detail. I was doing

ZERO sodium per "DOCTOR's ORDERS"!! I was suffering major muscle cramps (electrolyte imbalances) as a result. The doctor's remedy

for the cramps was more Potassium (K). This made the problem even worse. I started doing research and discovered that there's little to

no K in the OTC K supplements.

Back in the early 90's the typical K supplement was Potassium Gluconate 500mg. 500mg of Potassium Gluconate provides less than

70mg of K. The RDA for K intake is 3,500mg!! A typical OTC bottle had 100 pills. That's 2 days worth of K. It's a total JOKE! A large banana

has over 500mg of K and a medium Idaho potato has 750mg. Since I was doing vegetarian/vegan at the time, I chose those 2 to provide

all my K requirements. Both were cheap and easy to take to work to eat. The cramping got MUCH WORSE!! I was literally dying! I was

calling in sick simply because I couldn't stand up without going into a complete muscle cramp over my entire body.

I would take a 1/4tsp of salt with an 8oz glass of water and the cramps would go away immediately. I tried explaining this to my doctor

and asked about the potassium/sodium ratio/balance I had read about in the library and he got offended! He said, "NOPE, you need more

K!" I was in process of changing doctors at that time. Shortly after that is when I had my HA. My new doctor believed the electrolyte

imbalance was the main cause of my heart attack. Your heart relies on electrical signals to pump. If you get so depleted in sodium your

entire body goes into a cramp you are at the point of heart failure!
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Yeah, you would think any doctor with half a brain would have seen your condition, listened to you explain your symptoms, and

concluded that you needed more sodium, not less. Common sense isn't very common when it comes to the medical system.
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I love how doctors get offended if you try to think for yourself.
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Is It True That Salt Is Bad for Your Heart?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

“Conventional wisdom” states that a high-sodium diet will increase your blood pressure, thereby raising your risk for a cardiac event.

However, this claim is largely based on uncontrolled case reports from the early 1900s

)

A 2018 systematic review found no evidence of beneGt from a low-sodium diet for those with heart failure)

The randomized controlled SODIUM-HF trial, published in April 2022, also found no beneGt for patients with Class 2 or 3 heart failure, as

lower sodium intake had no statistically signiGcant impact on clinical events

)

Contrary to popular belief, it’s actually hard to consume harmful amounts of sodium, but it’s easy to end up with too little. Symptoms of

sodium deGciency include muscle fatigue, muscle spasm, cramps, heart palpitations, lethargy and confusion

)

Low-salt recommendations rarely take coffee intake into account, even though coffee consumption is extremely common and will rapidly

deplete your salt stores. Sweating will also eliminate salt from your body, so if you sweat a lot, you may get rid of more than you add back in

if you’re on a low-salt diet

)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Brian; I have been dismissed (let go) for that "offense"!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Years ago my allergist sent me a letter telling me that they no longer wanted me as a patient because I told her assistant that she

needed to be more educated on prescription medicine that they were prescribing. They were so offended. They were also

completely useless to me
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my gosh - what a journey! I'm glad we switched to sea salt and I'm glad I haven't given it up all the way. My mom took salt off

the table when I was little, yet at the same time, margarine came on the scene. Butter bad, margarine good (they were probably

fooling with rBST at the time and poisoning people through butter.) I'd like to know why I have water retention from salt. I think

something's off with me, maybe I just need to do your water trick - especially since I've been cramping up so much and was

blaming it on dehydration (I do strength training daily - so lack of salt makes PERFECT sense!) ... hmmm.... thank you for sharing

this! I needed it!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing, i have a nerve problem that affects the peripheral nerves from the elbows down and the knees down. It's supposedly

due to loss of elasticity in the outer sheath of the nerves. So when you gex your arms and knees it causes nerve damage. So I have

50% loss in nerve signalling in the extremities. They wanted to operate on me and I declined. This causes muscle cramps in both

hands and feet at the slightest deGciency in sodium. So I have emergency Himalayan salt on hand everywhere I go.

I take 1/8th teaspoon upon the Grst sign of cramps and within 3 minutes Im back going. High BP was a conscern. I experimented

on myself to see if there was a limit on the amount of salt I could take. At my maximum, I took 4 teaspoons a week with no BP

issues! That's 4 times the RDA and that didn't include what was already in my food. The only side effect was water retention

(looked puffy). Time, water, and a little bit of 80 proof will take care of it. Just be ready for the good gates to open!
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent comment. Medical doctors, or more appropriately "Big Pharma shills" need to be challenged. Over the past 3 years I was

forcd to "FIRE" 3 doctors. The Grst one a PP of over 20 years who was okay because I was very healthy and he needed to do

nothing. As soon as I had a minor situation he immediately showed his incompetence. Even with printed hard evidence he refused

to even read or consider what I had discovered. Fired him and interviewed 2 possible replacements. Neither one passed the tests.

Quite by accident I was referred to a doctor by an Oncologist who told me he had heard good things about his recommendation.

I made an appointment to check him out. His solution was totally natural (not pill related). Within six months my major concern

moderate hypertension was resolved. Now I take only a low-dose aspirin. I even Gred a cardiologist because like the Grst doctor he

never even listened to me. Just prescribed a different drug that caused other problems. If I had not stopped this new drug; a

calcium channel blocker, I believe I would be dead. From my personal experience "beware of cardiologists".
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With the pervasive presence of glyphosate, a chelator, normal absorption of minerals becomes diocult. ReGned salt like reGned

gour or sugar is deprived of essential nutrients. This has been know for more than 200 years but MDs are not trained in nutrition

much. Napoleon banned white gour for his troops. The Uk did the same during WWII. Can't afford the sick. On top of that we have

biproducts from other industrial processes, like guoride added. Fluorine, which is the lightest halogen, interferes with the

absorption of iodine, the heaviest natural halogen. Surprise! Fl cause a decline in IQ. The chloride from NaCl is used by the body to

make stomach acid, HCl.

A low NaCl diet leads to a low stomach acid level. The pH of stomach acid needs to 2.5 or lower or digestion is compromised. A

strong acid kills most pathogens so is the bodies defense against food borne infections. Insuocient acid lets pathogens like H.

Pylori and salmonella survive. Those pathogens can weaken the sphincter muscle and allow stomach acid into the esophagus

causing regux. MDs perscribe proton pump blockers and antacids exacerbating the root problem. For a self test for suocient acid,

after red beet consumption, whole or juiced, pinkish poop or urine indicates the protein that is the red has not been fully digested.

Betaine HCl with pepsin is easily available. Take and retest. I started with one 15 years ago. Now I require two before meals.  There

is also a self test for iodine deGciency. www.iodine-resource.com/iodine-patch-test.html  UnreGned sea salt will have iodine. After

Fukushima, I took potassium iodide to protect my thyroid. While regularly taking KI, I was still testing deGcient until I spent a month

swimming in the ocean. I am thinking our skin absorbs minerals better than our Roundup ravaged guts. A symptom of zinc

deGciency is hangnails. I take zinc supplements but if I do not swim in the ocean for a month I get hangnails.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Betaine is trimethyl glycine. It can contribute two methyl groups to homocysteine that is an indicator of heart disease and turn it

into methionine, an indicator of heart health. That leaves free glycine which can alleviate the protein damage of glyphosate per

Stephanie Seneff's "Toxic Legacy". Betaine HCl does double duty by increasing stomach acid and combating glyphosate which is in

our tissues. When the acidic food slurry enters the duodenum a message is sent and the pancreas releases bicarbonate, another

use for Na and enzymes to Grst neutralize the slurry so the enzymes can do their job. If the stomach acid is weak the whole

disassembly process is defeated and undigested food enters the bowels and feeds pathogens that create problems.

Coconut trees do not fruit far from the ocean because like animals they need the full compliment of the 60 or so essential minerals

in the sea. Coconut water has all those minerals and makes a better electrolyste solution than anything in a bottle or can. I add a

little quinine to facilitate the absorption. Quinine tea can be made from cinchona bark, the original source. It is available on line or

health food stores. Lacking coconut water, I add a pinch of unreGned sea salt to my beverage along with the small amount of the

bitter cinchona liquid. I no longer ever have leg cramps.

Our and animal craving for salt does not abate with reGned salt. In nature salt does not occur as NaCl but that gavor signals, in

nature the rest of the essential minerals. If we are deGcient in any of the essential minerals our craving does not abate. The

industrially employed food scientists know this hence we get the "Bet you can't eat just one." syndrome which along with sugar

cravings leads to obesity. Humans evolved with seasons, Winter and dry, when the source of sugars were sparse. Eating vast

amounts of sugar built fat stores that would help us survive the Winter or dry season. We have no gauge for sugar intake &

industry knows this.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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My chiropractor said when the body retains water, it needs more,that is what it tells you. When there is a balance of salt and water,

the body will tell you. Listen to your body, do your own research! That is what i did in 2000 with Lymphoma when their "medicines

failed. Found Dr Mercola, others of like mind and began experimenting on my own. Went organic , no processed foods, soda,

hamburgers snd fries. As i found sources of "real" foods, I lost weight, A1C went down to 6.7, almost off all meds except "real"

foods and vitamins. My sugar at bginning was over 585. Found one reason for the craving for it was cancer needs sugar for fuel.

Sincethe lymphoma was caused by Round Up, only One conclusion I could come to, Chemicals created the disease and it created

more diseases.

Then came more pills, causing even more disease. Just look at ads on tv for drugs, do not tske if allergic to, can cause 1,2,3,4

other diseases, death. Now almost free of pills except organic sourced real vitamins and those from the sun and real foods.

Recently, i thought i was getting too much salt (old medicine "truths" coming back. reduced salt intake and began having cramps in

my left ankle and calf. Upped my salt and back to normal again. LESSON LEARNED: DO NOT TAKE WORD OF DRS AS GOSPEL,

THINK FOR YOURSELF!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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axkershaw, I totally agree. I've posted several times about stomach acid and how it relates to bacterial and viral infections. Anyone

who is 50 and over should recall all of the food (beef) recalls and food poisonings of the 80's, 90's, and early 2,000's. E-coli and

Salmonella were the top 2 food-born illnesses, and the FDA and CDC were blaming beef producers. I get really upset when I hear

Biden blame the monopolies for the high beef prices. He says that when you have no competition you can price gouge. Here's the

problem. It was the DEMOCRAT (Clinton Administration speciGcally) that create this monopoly. The Clinton Adm used the

food-born illness crisis to SHUT DOWN all the small/privately owned meat processing plants.

They dotted the country and tended to be everywhere there were a lot of cattle farms. So beef prices double and food-born

illnesses go up instead of down because all of those cattle that were being slaughtered locally were now being trucked to a CAFO

(conGned animal feeding operation). So the very E-coli and salmonella contaminations they were trying to avoid actually

quadrupled! The Clinton Adm took something that wasn't even a problem, made it a problem, and then it actually turned into a

REAL PROBLEM! This is why you don't have career bureaucrats and politicians solving problems.

They are too stupid to solve problems. If you plot a graph for when PPI's (proton pump inhibitors, AKA: Prilosec) came available as

a prescription and another graph showing the percentage of food-born illnesses, there's a sharp increase when PPI's became

available. Fast forward 10-15 years when PPI's like Prilosec became available without a prescription and food poisonings went

through the roof!! This is due to week stomach acid. As you pointed out (I didn't know this), reducing salt intake causes stomach

acid reduction. I have to look into this further. This would explain the jump in food poisonings during the 70's before PPI's came on

the scene.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just like saturated fat, salt was demonised by pseudo scientists and power hungry politicians who know no better.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some of them and many of them to come later knew better.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Prof. RIchard Johnson is the nr.1 fructose researcher. He says it is not so much about how much salt you eat, but more about the

concentration of salt in your blood. If you drink more the concentration becomes less. If you diabetic and pee a lot, or eat much salt, the

concentration becomes higher. A high blood salt concentration triggers dehydration signal (thirst), and Johnson studies showed that this

stimulates fructose production and fat formation. Fructose helps us hold on to salt and directly stimulates the production of vasopressin,

an anti-diuretic hormone, which raises blood pressure in unhealthy persons.

For them lowering salt lowers blood pressure. Fructose becomes Uric Acid, which can cause also mitochondrial dysfunction. SpeciGcally,

it causes oxidative stress to the mitochondria, which further reduces their ability to make ATP (energy) while stimulating the production

of fat.  High salt concentration in the blood that activated the polyol system. That system converted much of the glucose the mice ate to

fructose, prof Johnson says.

Even those with low calorie intake but high salt intake were still at increased risk for developing fatty liver, and had a stronger tendency to

develop diabetes. Nutritionist Jodi Stookey, found that people who are overweight are about 30 percent more likely to be dehydrated

(based on the salt concentration in the blood), while people with obesity are twice as likely to be dehydrated.  * All this info is from prof.

Richard Johnson latest book - Nature Wants Us to Be Fat_ The Surprising Science.
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Guillermou
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Interesting references Pete, yes, when when the diet and lifestyle are healthy, with a good sodium-potassium ratio it is possible to

preserve blood sodium concentrations in good conditions. Epidemiological studies link conditions that predispose to dehydration,

such as low water intake, diabetes, and old age, with an increased risk of CVD. The elevation of extracellular sodium, which is a

common consequence of these conditions, stimulates the production by endothelial cells of the coagulation initiator, von

Willebrand factor, increases its level in the blood and promotes thrombogenesis, the formation of plaques. atherosclerotic cells in

the aortic root and caused thickening of the walls of the coronary arteries.

Serum sodium is a signiGcant predictor of coronary heart disease risk. Chronic reductions in water intake may predispose people

to increased future risk of adverse cardiovascular events, and there is evidence that acute hypohydration impairs vascular function

and blood pressure (BP) regulation. SpeciGcally, acute hypohydration can reduce endothelial function, increase sympathetic

nervous system activity, and worsen orthostatic tolerance. There are several reports of hypohydration associated with poorer

mood and impaired cognitive function that have led to investigation of how acute hypohydration affects cerebral blood gow

patterns.

A mild degree of hypohydration was insuocient to induce clinically important cytokine or functional immune responses.

Endothelial dysfunction is a clinically signiGcant marker of cardiovascular health. Cellular studies show that hypernatremia (high

Na+ concentrations in the guid) results in degradation of the endothelial glycocalyx, which may also contribute to impaired

endothelial responsiveness. During hypohydration, elevated plasma [Ang II] causes vasoconstriction in small arterioles to increase

total peripheral resistance that contributes to endothelial dysfunction. www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2019)
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Guillermou
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This study examined whether midlife serum sodium concentration, as a measure of hydration habits, predicts the development of

heart failure 25 years later. The researchers also examined the connection between hydration and thickening of the walls of the

heart's main pumping chamber (left ventricle), called left ventricular hypertrophy, which is a precursor to a diagnosis of heart

failure. "Our study suggests that maintaining good hydration may prevent or at least slow the changes within the heart that lead to

heart failure," said study author Dr. Natalia Dmitrieva, of the National Heart, Lung, and Disease Institute. Blood, part of the National

Institutes. of Health, Bethesda, USA. "The Gndings suggest that we should pay attention to how much guid we consume each day

and take action if we Gnd that we drink too little." www.escardio.org/The-ESC/Press-Ooce/Press-releases/Drinking-suocie..

 (2021)
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Thanks GUI, very good references. Yes we don't want to damage the glycocalyx, it protects our bloodvessels walls, it also gives a

slippery layer, so LDL and red bloodcells can pass through small bloodvessels. The glycocalys protecs our G.I. tract (gut), giving a

protective mucus layer against bacteria. sruk.org.uk/intestinal-glycocalyx-barrier-against-bacteria-is-develope..  And dr Mobeen

had a video about the glycocalyx layer in the lungs that produces a mucus layer to protect us against viruses like Covid. When

dehydrated this layer gets thinner, then less protection. Prof. RIchard Johnson talks about fat is an evolutionary survival

mechanism, not only to survive longer without food, but also in case of drought, because the fat contains also water.

We see this in the hump of the camel, it is made of fat, so it can do weeks without food drinking water. This can be see in other

animals like some birds who can gy long distances without food and water. Or animals in hibernation, like bears to survive whole

winter without food and water, so they fat up before eating ripe berries that contain much fructose. The fructose make fat, but the

body can also produce fructose from glucose and when dehydrated. Fructose is broken down in the liver producing triglycerides

(fat) and the harmful acetaldehyde, the same like alcohol.

Acetaldehyde damage the bloodvessels, the wall of our guts, our liver, giving vasoconstriction, ischemia, heart failure, and

coagulation disorders. Acetaldehyde is highly reactive and toxic. It binds to phospholipids, amino acid residues, and sulfhydryl

groups, producing harmful AGE's. As a result, acetaldehyde leads to the failure of DNA repair, mitochondrial abnormalities,

impairment of microtubular function, and failure of the cell membrane. Acetaldehyde induces DNA interstrand crosslinks (DNA

damage). Eating fruit is oke, because of the Gbers, but avoid fruitjuices. Avoid long term dehydration.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Fructose raises Uric Acid, which can lead to gout and chronic kidney disease, and a list of other diseases, see Figure 1: Mechanism

by which uric acid contributes to the development of renal and non-renal diseases. RAS, renin–angiotensin system.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23543594    * Polyol Pathway * Scientists have known for decades that the body can make fructose. A

special biological process known as the polyol pathway Grst converts glucose to a substance known as sorbitol, then further

converts the sorbitol to fructose. The Polyol pathway plays a role in early pregnancy, as well as in the kidney, where it helps in the

reabsorption of water in response to dehydration.

But it is best known for its activation in diabetes, where high blood-glucose levels trigger the production of sorbitol and fructose.

the polyol pathway is also activated by dehydration, not having adequate water.  The body makes fructose via the polyol pathway

when: • glucose levels are high (e.g., in uncontrolled diabetes). • the body is dehydrated. • blood pressure is low. • blood supply is

impaired (e.g., during heart attack). • oxygen is low (e.g., at high altitude). • uric acid levels are high. •
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"Prof. RIchard Johnson is the nr.1 fructose researcher." And here is the glycemic fruit chart that Dr. Richard Johnson provided,

which Dr. Mercola has published in some of his articles over the years, where a healthy person should limit fructose intake to 25

grams/day, while someone with glycemic related health issues (even cancer) should limit fructose to just 15 grams/day, (or maybe

even less). It has always been stated here, that fructose, just like alcohol, is only metabolized by the liver carrying the full burden,

whereas other sugars can be metabolized and absorbed throughout the entire body.

kaorukashima.com/.../fruit-juice-may-be-as-bad-as-soda
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Pete & Grulla, I have that fructose chart on a cabinet door. My daily fruit is a cup of blueberries and an orange or a banana. Keeps

me a tad under 15 grms of fructose since I have underlying health issues. With the current price for a cup, 8 oz, of blueberries at

$10/cup I have dropped the amount I eat of blueberries to about 1/2 cup, 4 oz, plus an orange and a banana. I never drink fruit

juices.
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I only use Himalayan Pink Salt. While the rest of you are trying to Ggure out which, and how much salt you want to ingest; here's a little list

I put together. No salt added!  First Time In History  This is the Grst time in history that an “alleged” “deadly virus” has spread globally – in

a matter of days! This is the Grst time in history that healthy people have been forced to have their temperature taken, before entering a

workplace. This is the Grst time in history that humanity has been coerced into taking an untested and experimental injection This is the

Grst time in history that people have been given an ultimatum of taking an untested and experimental injection, or not being able to work,

travel, visit certain venues, etc. This is the Grst time in history that an alleged virus has allegedly persisted in attacking humanity for over

two years. This is the Grst time in history that the entire population of the planet has been forced to wear a mask, covering their breathing

apparatus, for extended periods, that is not capable of blocking any viral particle and which is toxic and detrimental to the wearer. Cont'd
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Cont'd... This is the Grst time in history that healthy people have been forced to be tested, to determine if they are “infected” with

some virus; by a test that is not capable of identifying any speciGc virus. This is the Grst time in history that the global population

has been ‘locked down’, for their “Safety and Security”, due to some virus that has been proven to be no more of a threat than the

seasonal gu. This is the Grst time in history that healthy people who chose not to take an untested and experimental shot, to suffer

segregation, intimidation, demonization, and discrimination.

This is the Grst time in history we have been told that the only way out of an alleged “pandemic”, is to have every human being on

the planet “vaccinated”, with something that isn’t even a vaccine. This is the Grst time in history that actions taken by the

“authorities”, have created such division between those who succumbed to the unethical, illegal and tyrannical orders of the health

“authorities” and those who didn’t. This is the Grst time in history that people who refused to jeopardize/compromise their health

by covering their breathing apparatus with a harmful ‘mask’, were “Gned” for disobeying the “rule”. This is the Grst time in history

that people have been told that natural immunity does not protect them. This is the Grst time in history that we’ve been told that we

will have to take constant and continuous “measures” to protect ourselves from viruses – for the rest of our lives! Never in history,

have we had such a coordinated and aggressive attack on our rights and freedoms!
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OMG, thank you for this Randy! Excellent excellent post! And this list could go on and on... I'm wondering if this is the Grst time in

history hospitals were paid for writing a certain diagnosis down, paid for writing that the same diagnosis caused their death (even

if they simply died with it, not from it, due to that faulty PCR test that can't identify jack anyway. Oh, and is this the Grst-time

hospitals would also get paid for putting a person on a ventilator, forced to prescribe a toxic intravenous killer like Remdesivir,

forced to keep hush hush about the killing off of the senior population, forced to not link this shot to the deaths and disabilities

that followed? And the level of censoring! Wow! This plandemic, they didn't even bother to hide it.

Fauci said it loud and clear for all to hear - because everything they do, they do in plain sight. And that fact we have access to the

documents for the dress rehearsal - - wow - We can never say they hid it - they did hide how they did it, but that's probably because

that bioweapon was top secret.  I'm not sure about Dr. Ardis and the snake venom theory - and I've written to him, maybe one day

he'll get back to me, but would drinking snake venom be contagious? I'd like to know that - because I wasn't near them, I gew home

and caught their covid (they were all jabbed) - and I must have caught it through the air? Took two days. IDK, I have questions. But

yes, many FIRSTS in history going on here.
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Thanks, Tracy. I could have written more; although, I think that what's there, is suocient to make my point.
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Truth! Didn't take me long to digest it and hop on to my soapbox! hahaha... It's just the most disappointed I've ever been at the

country for allowing someone like Fauci to continue to get rich off the backs of human beings dead, disabled, and who knows how

much more we'll see coming? Mikovits said we'll see all the upticks during the Grst two years - then the Gve-year mark then ten - so

the problems will continue to grow and before the ten-year mark we'll be at the Agenda 21-2030... can't wait! Ugh.
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Tracy; I agree with Judy, regarding the next two years; although, thinking that humanity has 10 years left - is pushing it. The

biosphere is collapsing, the ozone layer is thinning; and the sun gets hotter each year. We had a "heat dome" last year and there

will be another one this year. www.geoengineeringwatch.org/imminent-ozone-layer-collapse-a-dire-warni..

 www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-a-clear-and-present-danger/  -and there is much more on the home page. This is

the Elephant in the Sky that most people will never see - until it's too late!
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Randy, recently found Colima salt: unreGned sea salt from Mexico that supposedly tested to still retain mg, yet have zero

micro-plastics. Am still testing, large gakes are always a challenge for some uses. - - - - - - - - - - - - Regardless, we seem to have

needed a giant, repeat fail from the US FDA and CDC, in the open for everyone to notice. Corruption, lousy reporting, lack of safety

controls, congicted approval panels, and so much more needed to come up and into the light of day. Suspect we need an

over-the-top degree of Medical Tyranny to occur, smacks more people on the side of the head, yes? - Oops, nearly forgot to

mention, keep your eyes out for more evidence of a mini-ice age starting to occur in both poles, including colder temps and more

freezing. The solar minimum appears more of a driving force than most other man-made inputs.
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Randy: I live in Ecuador and have seen no evidence of geoengineering. Perhaps it is because there are no US military bases here. It

is usually overcast so maybe chem trails would not work. I think, due to the Coriolis Effect, the equator is the best place to survive

global warming. Not for me, I am too old, but for my grandchildren and their children I am trying to build a self suocient haven for

ten to 20 families. As the elders of the plains tribes said we make decisions not for ourselves or our families but for 7 generations.

Corporations are not capable of that. The next quarterly report is paramount.
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That made my day!
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Randy, I would add one more. First time in history that the 1% have intentionally murdered the 99% with a deadly virus. And you

know and I know they will not get away with this killing rampage. They, the 1%, will be stopped and suffer....
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Axkershaw; perhaps they don't see your country as a threat.
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Rreal; I believe it's getting colder; but at the same time, the sun is hotter, due to the depletion of the ozone. The weather is totally

messed up; any way you look at it!
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messed up; any way you look at it!
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, you and Gui and several others on this site need to run for political ooce or King or sultan or whatever!! Me and LTS6 as

well as many others in our broken land would be so fortunate.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When life crawled out of the oceans, it had to carry its seawater with it. Mostly H2O, this electrolyte solution of Cl− 55%, Na+..30.6%,

SO2−..4 7.7%, Mg2+..3.7%, Ca2+..1.2%, K+..1.1%, Other.. 0.7%. parallels healthy blood and body guids....The very foundation of the

chemistry of life! So when some "docta" says skip salt, take calcium, drinking seawater will killya and otherwise tinkers with your inner

ocean; don't buy it! Best to have a hair metal/mineral analysis than guess at it. Life is electrical and must have a pH of 7.45 which is

maintained through mineral electrolytes and the swing between bicarbonate and carbonic acid with every breath you take! Bottomline

chemistry...and many dread diseases have just disappeared by drinking seawater and breathing correctly.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Forbidden: Well put. Here in the highlands of Ecuador where the soil and water are mineral deGcient the farmers add

unreGned sea salt to the animal feed. Else the animals do not procreate and give no milk. Fifty kilos of unreGned sea salt cost

$4.50, 4 cents a Lb. It is a little dirty but that only adds to the beneGts. When I cannot get to the ocean, I add lots to a bath along

with MgSO4, Epsom Salts, and vitamin C powder. Keeps my raggedy old skin resilient and prevents bruising. Vitamin C and SO4

are basic ingredients to make collagen right at the construction site sans digestion and reassembly. For those in need of

information on nutrition, you are much better off asking a veterenarian than an MD. Vets actually get education in nutrition; MDs

don't. Vets and farmers lose money with poor nutritional info. MDs, industrial agriculture, food processors and Big Pharma make

money with poor nutritional info. Which would you trust?
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is an Hospital in Hungary built in an underground MineSalt, they treat all kinds of lungs problems...With dust salt !!!!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Martix...It's the clean air Glled with negative ions...similar to sea air...can only add energy to tired macrophages in lung tissues. Salt

also wipes out bacteria and can draw infections from wounds.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just underscores my rejection of "conventional wisdom". I almost exclusively reject what "they" tell us and what "they" recommend and I

remain healthy.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you hear a doctor say it on TV, do the opposite! If MSM promotes anything concerning medicine, do the opposite.
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MACVIR
Joined On 11/8/2013 8:06:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was also advised low salt diet by my doctor to control blood pressure. Inspite of taking an entry level medicine for hyper tension my

blood pressure remained around 150-95. I wasn’t liking the side effects of that medicine particularly on the sex side.  I researched and

found that increasing Potassium could help in solving my high blood pressure. So i added banana, coconut water and introduced salt with

Potassium (Tata Lite Salt) (I was having Himalayan Salt earlier).  I also started having Potassium Bircabonate powder dissolved in fresh

lemon juice mixed in coconut water. Also started having Potassium Citrate aling with Magnesium and Vit C after meal. Surprisingly after

the change in my diet n supplements the levels of my Blood Pressure have remained the same or improved marginally inspite of

eliminating medicine of Hypertension !!!! Still monitoring my BP regularly. Lets see how it works.  Would love to know from others if I can

still improve this situation.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may actually begetting too much potassium now. Your behaviour is like scales, if you put too much on the other side it needs

more on the other side again. Potassium and sodium complement one another. If you have too much of one, increase the other or

have less of the other side if you think the increase is going to be too much. Your potassium has to be at the correct dose and i

really think you are taking TOO much. Please get a Gner balance. Organic potatoes boiled with the skins and mashed in butter and

salt and pepper will give you salt and potassium
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who really believes big Pharma, big Food and big Ag have an interest in keeping people healthy during the past 70 years. The

indoctrination and deception is so very evident on almost every level. The past 27 months of the scamdemic is a microcosm of what has

been going on for far far longer in terms of leading people astray of their better interest...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, for all of those who believe those big monopolies have your health in their best interest, I have some ocean front property in

TN I'll sell you. We are experiencing a slight drought these days, but according to all of the climate ***, my TN property was once

ocean front and it will be again. Once ocean front, ALWAYS ocean front! It may take 500 million years so invest NOW while it's

cheap! They only make money if you're sick. The FDA, CDC, USDA, NIH, NIAID, Big Agri, Big Grocery/Food Producers, and Big

Pharma all work together synergistically. They collaborate using algorithms that will produce the largest NET proGts for the entire

group.

This becomes the "SCIENCE" that gets brainwashed (indoctrination) into our school-aged children as early as the 3rd grade. By 7th

grade, they are fully indoctrinated. By the 7th Grade they are convinced that Grains are the best nutritional source on the planet and

anything with FAT should be avoided like the plague. Now they push the BS plant based diet as the "greenest" thing to eat. SAVE

THE PLANET by going VEGAN! They fail to tell these kids that plant based diets require a HUGE amount of resources like

PETROLEUM to sustain.

A ton Pesticides and Herbicides go into every bowl of Special-K you eat! However, free range cattle not only don't require any of

these man-made, petroleum based, fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides, but they are carbon neutral. Grass fed cattle actually put

carbon back into the soil and they produce little to no methane. I get so bent out of shape every time I hear the AOC's of the world

tell me I'm the reason the climate is changing! Where's my SWORD?? Off with your HEAD!! Just kidding, but it is how I feel some

times.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pretty much sums it UP jamNjim! Once you you "GET IT"...you get it and there is no going back.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you go to the hospital with trauma, from a car accident to a heart attack, what's the Grst thing they do? Dr. Brian Ardis points out the

obvious, they put in an IV, a saline water drip. No one checks to see if your body is too salty, they just pump in the salt. What we read

about salt is mostly nonsense. Where is the science of salt? I'd like to know.
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vans94
Joined On 10/5/2010 9:53:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lots of great comments here and overall I generally agree with the Dr. However, he calls here for a 5x potassium to sodium level. I eat a

very clean, unprocessed diet -- focused on high potassium foods -- and yet this seems unattainable. I would like to see what Dr mercola

eats in a day to achieve this. If I eat 2000 mg of sodium, I need 10000 mg of potassium. Generally, I eat more like 1500 mg sodium, but

still cannot come close to 7500 mg potassium. And I use cronometer to track. Usually, on my 1750 calorie day, I can only get to 3500 mg

potassium. Can anyone please advise? Thank you.
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irreverent
Joined On 1/21/2016 11:14:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola's "Fermented Beat powder" contains lots of potassium and I take it daily (his recommended amount) to balance my

sodium and supplement what I don't get from eating enough vegies. Look it up on his web site. Furthermore, I especially like that

the "fermentation process" takes care of the high "sugar" content that's generally in Beats (in pre WW2 Europe, they used to make

SUGAR from them) and being ORGANIC, it doesn't have the high amounts of pesticides that usually can be found in conventionally

grown Beats. (In Europe - where I'm originally from - Beats are considered "pesticide magnets!") Hence, stay away from those

"BEAT CRYSTAL" so heavily advertised these days of US Television...they are conventionally grown and not sugar free.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once again I get to promote my favorite food on the planet, Salmon. It provides you with more than your RDA of Vit-D, protein, and

long chain fatty acids DHA & EPA. It also offers plenty of Potassium (K). One 6oz Gllet has about 1100mg of K. That is almost

1/3rd of the 3500mg you are looking for. Beet greens are a good salad base. 3.5oz of beet leaves have 900mg of K. Cheese is also

high in K. There's one thing I add to my salad that not too many people will probably like and that is Gjeitost cheese. I was on the

search for a cheese that was higher in Whey protein and lower in Curds and I found this one. It's unlike any other cheese on this

planet.

It just so happens to be extremely high in K (due to high whey content). Just 1 ounce has 400mg of K. I typically grate me 1.5oz for

my 12 to 16oz salad. I don't do it for the K. I just do it to offset the other gavors in the salad. I like having a lot of contrasting

gavors. By making about 5oz of mixed greens (3+ of beet greens), 6oz of grilled salmon, with 1.5oz of Gjeitost cheese you can

have a salad that exceeds 2500mg of K and we have not added any other ingredients. 1 cup of tomatoes has more that 550mg of

K. So a 1/4 cup on a salad will give you about 140mg of K. Seeds in general average around 250mg of K per ounce.

So weigh up an ounce of pumpkin, sungower, sesame, pistachios (everything that's already in Costco's salad topper mix) for

another 250mg. I wish we could attach pics to our post. I'm literally eating the salad I just described right now except mine has red

onion and green olives in it without the seeds. I'm allergic to nearly all seeds. I'm not even eating this for K. I'm eating this salad to

increase, Omega-3 fatty acids EPA and DHA intake. Also, I'm focusing on maximizing Vit-D and Zinc intake and absorption. Of

course, the greens provide lots of anti-ingammatory substances. It just so happens to be extremely high in K.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People with adrenal fatigue may Gnd salt to be very beneGcial. Just a small amount in a glass of water can make the difference in how

you feel.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, badboy, quality salt can be of great help in the exhaustion of the adrenals. Patients who experience morning fatigue and

lethargy, and who often have trouble getting up in the morning, which may go away as the day and night progress, are most likely

suffering from adrenal exhaustion. Also, if you have adrenal fatigue, you may experience salt cravings, which is caused by low

sodium levels in the body, as aldosterone secretion is impaired. Half a teaspoon of quality salt in a glass of Gltered water or sea

water on an empty stomach can greatly help these patients. One of the reasons adrenal support is so important to your health is

the safe regulation of aldosterone in your body and its effects on blood pressure.

Since the hormone signals organs like the kidneys and colon to increase or decrease the amount of sodium in the bloodstream

and potassium in the urine, it has the ability to increase or decrease blood volume and control blood pressure. This means that low

aldosterone production, such as adrenal insuociency, can lead to low blood pressure, rapid pulse, and low energy. Since

aldosterone deGciency causes low blood sodium levels (along with high potassium levels), your body sends out cravings to tell you

it needs more salt.

Insuocient production of aldosterone causes low blood pressure and salt cravings, as well as some other problems associated

with low production. In one study, the high-sodium treated group produced fewer stress hormones and maintained a lower heart

rate while under stress, and also returned to resting levels more quickly. This is because the elevated sodium suppressed the

release of angiotensin II, which is a pro-stress hormone, while also increasing the production of oxytocin, which is a

stress-relieving hormone. www.sciencedaily.com/.../110405175012.htm
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Often the comments are as informative as the article. If you use the pdf button at the top of the page you get the article, but not the

comments. If you right click in the article and left click "Print..." and print as pdf you get the comments, too. Much bigger Gle.
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On my iPad, when I select print and get the info for printing ( double-sided or not, page range, etc. ) I then press Grmly on one of

the pages for a second or two, and then it lets me send it where I want ( like Books or GoodNotes). I use the pdf function on the

article for the article body and then save comments the way I mentioned. I use the page range function to save only what I want. I

do that now for other articles I Gnd online too. Wish I’d known how to do that a long time ago! Then I wouldn’t have wasted paper

and also it gets rid of the extraneous stuff on the pages of an article.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe we have to make a distinction between the sodium component and the chloride. From what I read, you absolutely need plenty of

chloride in order to have suocient stomach acid (absolutely critical for health), but anything more than a bit of sodium results in

problems. I'd like to see an article here discussing this idea.Your list of conditions requiring a lessened salt consumption needs further

discussion.  Magnesium chloride might very well be the best source of both Mg and Chloride for overall health. Also, I don't know how

accurate this is, but apparently at one time, people were routinely ingesting their chloride in the form of Potassiuim Chloride.

Yes, I know, we should not take in an excessive amount of that, either. As you say - balance balance balance. Not "Salt [sodium chloride]is

always good (except for the cheap kinds). " It is not that simple. And the Japanese, despite their long life span, do take in too much salt,

which it is believed is the cause of their high rate of stomach cancer.  Apparently you can take in all the salt you like so long as you drink

enough water. And consume enough Calcium.  Maybe this is all dependent on the individual constitution. There are quite a few

generalizations in this otherwise good article.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love salt. I have always eaten a lot of it. One day just for a joke, my father in law gave me a big bag of rock salt because they noticed how

much I eat and it was kinda funny
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is my funny salt story. Around the age of 8 it was fall and time to butcher the hog. In those days on our farm in West Virginia

there was no such thing as electricity, in door plumbing, refrigeration, etc. The meat would be heavily salted. I spotted a large open

bag which I thought was brown sugar. No one was around so I quickly grabbed a hand full of that "brown sugar" and stuffed it all in

my mouth and just as quickly realized it was brown salt. yuk!! and yikes!!
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mercola14
Joined On 4/12/2010 2:53:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Himalaya pink salt has been found in many tests to contain extremely high levels of heavy metals .There are many articles about this on

the net -so check it out for yourself. As far as the minerals are concerned- they are in minute quantities' when you consider the tiny

amounts of salt you eat -plus they are in a form which is poorly absorbed by the body. Modern sea salts virtually always have microscopic

plastic in it .The only safe salts not containing any heavy metals and not containing microscopic pieces of plastic and other chemicals

are from underground salt sources which have been tested to be free of heavy metals. Always read the ingredients to make sure that it

does not contain any chemicals added to keep it from clumping. A few organic rice grains will safely do the same.( I wrongly stated

earlier that it was an above ground salt.) P.S. No " trolls " here!
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding: "... underground salt sources -which is also sea salt but from a time when the oceans were clean ..." That describes

Himalayan Pink Salt which comes from deep mining where it is not exposed to the outside environment.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Ronald. You are correct. Mercola14, I have discovered that MANY of the Himalayan pink salts being sold are not what they

claim to be. So, the most likely reason those tested contained the heavy metals, etc... was due to the fact that they were not pure,

unadulterated Himalayan pink salts. Everyone needs to do a little research on the brand of Himalayan pink salt they buy. I know it is

a pain in the @$$, but it is worth it. Also, you are correct about sea salts containing plastic particles, as unfortunately the oceans

are rife with them. Poor sea creatures..
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mercola14.... Himalayan salt is now getting like Manuka honey; as it gets more popular the cowboys move in and offer counterfeit

products. I buy Himalayan pink salt form Pakistan. I was pleased to hear from a friend of mine that went out to Pakistan on

business and also went travelling while he was there. He was taken up into the foothills of the mountains and visited a salt mine. It

was about a 3 day drive just to get there. The mine stretched for about a mile inside with branches everywhere. All the salt was

being hacked off with wooden instruments, so pleased to know it is not just another marketing piece of blurb. The last time this

salt was in the ocean was before the dinosaurs walked the earth so we can safely say it is pristine and untouched until now.
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ababab1
Joined On 7/28/2021 6:00:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder how much Himalayan pink salt is actually just dyed table salt in rock form. Hopefully they are doing a good job of testing

the underground stuff, as minerals good and bad go where they will in nature.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for contributions to inform of the different experiences and best practices learned for yourselves.   Individual variations in

lifestyle and body types are not always regected in test subjects in scientiGc literature to regect variables that could impact conclusions

regarding outcomes; e.g, the Framingham Heart Study was all male, w/ co-morbidities not taken into consideration. A 60-80 year old man

under stress with heart disease, insulin resistance, several medications, non-exercising smoker eating processed food is not the same as

a healthy young menstruating female with a whole food organic diet, low blood pressure, no diagnoses, no medications, who exercises

frequently.

~Regarding salt intake; I can relate a personal experience with electrolyte imbalance after drinking too much water, Gatorade and GU

during my Grst Boston Marathon (Gnished, then so dizzy could not maintain balance, ringing in ears, severe headache, puked, hospitalized

with hyponatremia). I am the example of the female with low blood pressure above. 15 marathons and 8 Bostons under my belt; it has

never happened again because I stopped listening to authoritarians and resumed what was for me healthy salt intake, eliminating the

Gatorade and GU simple sugars. From time to time, for as long as I remember, I've craved "salts" (in the sense of the chemical family of

compounds: electrolytes); drinking pickle juice after exercise even as a teenager 50 years ago, naturally geared toward eating fermented

foods, leafy greens, etc.

Endurance Athlete studies have scientiGc studies and tools for discerning hydration needs. Here is one company that has a tool on their

website: sweattest.precisionhydration.com/pages/why-personalise-your-hydration-..  ; explore yourselves the scientiGc literature; it is out

there in various specializations. ..I am in awe of the Biochemistry and Biophysics of the Human Body, and the bodies' response to Gnd a

balance with workarounds (cont'd)
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Drs. Bryan & Julie Walsh, Naturopaths/Teachers, evaluate the latest studies & have come up with ranges for optimum functioning;

also have courses that are based on the latest scientiGc evidence in the Geld of Physiology, Adrenals, Mitochondria, Blood Sugar

Regulation, Blood Chemistry Interpretation, etc.  Here is a list-only a quick start, not inclusive-of how important a holistic picture is:

1 Consideration for what the current state each body is in due to all variables is what makes individual experience.

2 Hormesis: state of balance your body is trying to achieve. It might take a while , like training for a marathon, to achieve goal. 3

"Salts" are a chemical family, not just NaCl (Sodium Chloride). 4 Type of nutrients matter. 5 Purity of ingredients: other additives

could cause reactions. 6 Interaction of all the biochemistry/biophysics, including air, water, energy state, including light and

electromagnetic waves from vibration, sound, earth-all contribute (love my Emei Qigong) 7 Electrolytes matter: they facilitate

cellular functions (e.g., Sodium Potassium pump, Calcium channels/gates, Neurotransmission, Cell Signaling 8 There could be

coenzyme, cofactor, nutrients missing that would cause the salt to miss its mark; e.g., Magnesium as coenzyme factor for

catalyzing enzymes, but other nutrients could be missing or medications interfering with...

9 Exercise state (lifelong athlete w/mitral valve prolapse from viral damage has no problems, while others with same condition is

prescribed medication/procedures... 10 Exposure, toxin buildup that current body is not able to keep up with clearing Thanks to Dr.

Mercola for all the info/references/sources & Post-ers: I now override "expert authoritarian opinions" to listen to my other senses

to inform what is best for me; see video presentation by Dr. David E. Martin on the 12 cranial nerves and senses :

www.youtube.com/watch  ."Unmasking AI- What's the Agenda" -Starts around 3 minutes in...
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dianelharrell
Joined On 7/20/2006 1:31:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, MikeTheAngel, for the tip on how to preserve the comments along with the article. I was dismayed at not being able to do that,

as the comments are often so informative and helpful.  Guess my problem now will be Gling all that printed paper!
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always thought dehydrating foods was the main way to preserve foods through the centuries. Canning would be the modern way to

preserve foods before refrigeration. Refrigeration has only started to be common in houses since around World War II or towards the end

of the Great Depression. Before that, people had ice boxes and had to buy ice almost daily. In the early 1900s in the northern states, ice

used to be cut out of lakes and stored in below ground ice houses. At least, all of this was told to me by my grandfather back when he

was alive.

Problem with canning is most nutrients and enzymes are destroyed by the heating process. Sun dried foods retrain the most nutrients

and enzymes. Freezing is about half way between. Freezing and canning does preserve all of the calories, all of the fat, all of the protein,

much of the Gber, and many of the minerals and some vitamins like vitamin-C. I am guessing salt has been mainly used to preserve meat

as sun dried meat can spoil easily, especially if you get a cloudy day.
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Just do the exact opposite of whatever the Health authorities tell you 

😁
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ASIESLAVIDA
Joined On 4/18/2011 1:17:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I visited Spain, I knew salt might be an issue, but I never expected it to be so bad for me. I ate salty delicious jam, salty cod, salty

olives, salty bread and drank a little (not all at one sitting). After the third day I woke up unable to open my eyes and had to stay away

from any salt for two days until I looked normal. I drank water of course and added a lot of lemon for two days. I fasted for these two days

and my body reacted quickly. I knew this Mediterranean diet would kill me if I stayed there too long. Bread and coffee in the morning and

eating dinner at 9:00 p.m. was a challenge.  I am in the sensitive group Dr. Mercola talks about, so I hardly ever eat soup in restaurants or

Chinese food with heavy sauces because the next day I wake-up with puffy eyes and it is not MSG because I never use it. Some people do

have to be mindful of sodium and make sure they are eating a mineral rich diet. Knowledge is power when applied properly.
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Meibao
Joined On 12/4/2007 4:35:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. F. Batmanghelidj, MD. said the four foundations of life are Air, Water, Salt, and Potassium. Without the Grst, we die in minutes. Without

the other three, we die a slow, painful death. Every cell in our body needs water and salt to function optimally. Unfortunately, we think

anything liquid will fulGll that role. Water must be pure, clean, with minerals. Dr. Batmanghelid wrote several books on water: "You're Not

Sick, You're Thirsty" and "Water and Salt" and "Your Body's Many Cries for Water" and "Water Cures, Drugs Kill" and many more. One

ounce of water per one pound of body weight is the standard, but, if one has been dehydrated all her life as I have, I need to drink 2

ounces per one pound of body weight...that's what it took to make all the symptoms of dehydration disappear, and I had A LOT of pain.

I'm drinking 6 quarts per 24 hours. At 78 years old, I suddenly have energy to do everything I love doing on my ranch/homestead, without

pain. I also lick Redmonds Real salt after slugging down 20 oz of water....over one teaspoon per 24 hours. It works and it's free...Big

Pharma can't make money from hydrated people.
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Marytorrence
Joined On 3/23/2011 4:41:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HELLO, I am a member and have and do buy your products for years. I am curious what you think about a salt i found in my research that

looks to be a good one. Do you have any information upon this product; Ava Janes Kitchen - Colima Sea Salt. 100% natural unreGned sea

salt. It comes from La Laguna de Cuyutlan in Colima Mexico? I would love to hear from you.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have been testing this salt, as I got a link in a J.J. Virgin email. The only issue I found is big gakes, my ceramic-blade salt grinder

is already occupied..appears clean and fresh too, similar to celtic sea salt from Iceland.
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the US the recommended daily amount is 2.3 grams which is way to low and dangerous to health.

www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/abcs-of-nutrition/salt-and-our-heal..
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well Finely....... In my Opinion, Salted junk food with it's rancid oil is the problem......  In my opinion if your blood pressure increases

because of a salt intake, it is meaning you already have a harden arteries. The reason your blood pressure increases is because salt water

or liquids are denser, it weights more so it is hard to pump through clogged veins. I do not use sea salt because it is mostly produced by

Cargill and the modern seas are contaminate.
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quiltingmatilda
Joined On 8/12/2009 8:35:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Himalayan pink salt is sea salt, ancient seas.
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jamsaw
Joined On 1/25/2012 9:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The condition of low salt levels in the body is termed hyponatraemia. Last year I had never heard of this condition or term. Then I ended

up in the ER and spent the next three days in the hospital. My son was preparing all the food and he was trying to control my blood

pressure using salt intake only. We both had always heard that too much salt causes high blood pressure. The problem was, I was

drinking 3-4 cups of coffee, 2-3 cups of tea, plus drinking at least a half gallon of water a day. I was having muscle cramps and confusion

for quite a while before one day I had to sit down to keep from falling because of dizziness.

Then a few minutes later, I started vomiting. I was shivering all the way to the ER. My son and the ER doctor thought I had possibly had a

stroke. The symptoms were very similar. Bottom line....even though you've heard something related to health from Big Pharma, Big

Healthcare, or Big Government, it's best to take it with a grain of salt (sorry, truly no pun intended...it just came out).

Remember how low-fat, sugar-free, low cholesterol processed food and drinks were all the rage? Followed by a pandemic of obesity and

diabetes? They are still being recommended because they make money and they are habit forming.  And how the "kill shots" would be the

answer to COVID? Followed by more deaths and permanent serious injuries from the shots and the lock-downs than from the bioweapon

itself. (remember the movies about prisons having lockdowns to control the prisoners?)
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing! All of what modern, scientiGc medicine has been telling us is really killing us. What traditional medicine tells us is meant to help

us!
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You do have to ask "what salt" are we talking about? . ReGned table salt isn't much use to anyone and hard to absorb. Whereas raw

Himalayan salt has up to 84 good minerals and is easy to absorb. Just use that as much as you want. Jennifer
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, does anyone know of a holistic/integrative/functional cardiologist? My 12 year old daughter has severe cardiac problems (mitral

valve and mitral prolapse) and I have to treat her via traditional methods of diuretics. Her problem is now terminal and I want to help her

better.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to hear all that, but not knowing the cause or symptoms it is hard to help. If in the UK, or I think from anywhere, you could try

phoning Phillip Day of Credence in the UK. He knows much and has one supplement called Heartfast which I take to help my

bicuspid aortic valve. The number will be on the Credence Website, check the time difference. Jennifer
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you very much, Jennifer. I will look it up! My daughter has severe mitral valve and mitral prolapse. I also edited my original

post to include that info.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hawthorn berries syrup. Magnesium. Magnesium chloride in baths. PRAYER. the ROSARY is the strongest prayer.
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Gbergeron
Joined On 1/18/2011 11:58:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your a God send Doctor Mercola! 

💜
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many minerals have anti fungal bacterial viral properties ......It may explain the explosion of infections etc .....I would like to understand

the salt history ....I know we had a explosion of goiter because of a lack of iodine ..then the government added Iodine or Iodide ......We

were told to not eat any more than one gram a day ...I think this changed to 2 grams a day .....I have paid little attention to this and use

much much more especially in the summer .....I salt watermelon and mellons ....I but Dark Chocolate wifh salt in it .....You cannot believe

anything Doctors tell you ...exceptions fror Dr Mercola .....
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drt7136
Joined On 7/13/2020 1:55:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love Maldon Salt.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How 'bout, you all just eat real, nutritious food and stay away from the FAKE FOOD, which probably comprises 98% of what's on the store

shelves.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right...its not really complicated. The closer the food to nature and the fewest touches by man the better before consumption.

Takes a little strategic planning and discipline, but once you have a system it's not that challenging since it's now a habit. People

just have to have the fortitude to say "if it's to be...it's up to me".
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodiebrock; you're right. Nobody else is going to take care of you. It's up to you. Many claims are made about "doing it all for

you"...they lie. Probably, the best example is: "Safe and Effective: to "Protect" you! Far too many people believe the lies and

deception that come under the heading of "Marketing". My translation of that, also begins with an 'M' - Manipulation.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You mean the "food like products" they sell as food. Yes fresh organic Gne. Jennifer
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes; Jennifer - food-like products/substances...nothing like the real thing.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ooof, so many questions. One weekend I ate my friend's boiled peanuts (a southern treat!) - I didn't know how much salt she put in them -

but, by night, my eyes were swollen.  So I started noticing this trend with high salt = swelling. So endocrine disorders - yes, had

hyperthyroidism, but don't now.  Liddle disorder? Would that be it? And I'm going to look for amiloride- I hope it's more like a supplement.

 I have been gone to Michigan, it actually snowed day before yesterday - how fun! Yesterday I gew home sans MASK - woop woop, so

happy to feel human and see humans! About 20-25% wore their masks. I'm sure they had good reason. I was just as happy as a clam to

be free from that so I could get back to building a strong immune system again and give it all the variations of bacteria, etc., it needs to

keep that Gre burning!
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But what salt did she put in them? You know vegetables are mostly naturally high in salt, I bet no one has any problem with that

salt. Jennifer
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But what salt did she put in them? You know vegetables are mostly naturally high in salt, I bet no one has any problem with that

salt. Jennifer
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, that's a great question! Do you think peanuts are naturally high in salt already (I could look this up lol) - I bet she used the good

old iodized kind!
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antrock
Joined On 1/2/2012 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a difference between salt and sodium. Inorganic sodiim (salt) such as sea salt, pink salt etc, is a rock. We can't digest rocks no

matter how small you grimd them. Organic sodium however, found I'm raw fruits, greens and veggies is what humans need to survive. We

need organic sodium found in plant life in its natural form. Not rocks
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

antrock... Wild animals will instinctively travel to where they "know" the right types of rock surfaces are and lick them. They receive

salts and other minerals from these rocks. Why would they do that of it was not good for them? Nature always knows best, it is

there instinct to do this for their health. Giraffes do it in Africa.
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GIN8275
Joined On 12/29/2011 8:00:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good reason above why engineers were never allowed to write procedures and they left it to grunts who could get it across to the masses.
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Food grade ingredients: Sodium bicarbonate (9 parts) Calcium chloride (1 p) Potassium bicarbonate (1 p) Magnesium chloride (1 p)  NAC

(1 p) ALA (1 p) MSM (1 p).  Mix them together and keep in a glass jar. The mix will have a pickled-cucumbers-in-brine smell like. You can

take 2 to 4 grams in about 200ml water 2-3 times a week. Lemon or lime juice and a pinch of raw sea salt (or/and black salt Kala Namak)

can be added. Or can be used as a daily basis in 500ml water from which we can drink over the day.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey, thanks, Lilitu! I have been drinking lemon water then Sole in the morning and then taking every one of those other

supplements separately with my greens drink. I think I will try your recipe. It sounds lovely and much easier than what I have been

doing. Also, I REALLY like pickles!! Cheers!
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RaajSingha
Joined On 11/4/2016 1:43:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a practicing Astrologer, to verify if the Sun in the native's birth chart is under stress, I ask him whether his salt intake is more than

others. If the answer is yes then, I recommend remedies he needs to perform so that his boss stops being a pain in the butt. As for a

young man not yet in job, reporting excess salt intake, I only ask him to improve relations with his father. I never ask my client to reduce

his salt intake. It's because Astrology knows that even if in all innocence, natives who take a little more salt than normal are actually

trying to maintain a balance of what their system is lacking.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My body seems to need more salt than most people. I simply consume what is plenty. But I wonder if my body needs more salt because I

eliminate salt rapidly because I consume plenty and that has perhaps created a cycle. As long as it's not unhealthful, I'm Gne with that. My

health is amazing.
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once again it seems we are told something is bad when in fact it is good. I don't like the taste of salt so in the past never put it on

anything. During a routine blood test it was found that I had exceedingly low levels and was advised to use Sel Gris. I have been putting

about 1/4 teaspoon in a smoothie every day but since I drink 4 cups of bulletproof coffee it seems I need to increase the amount. Once

again I want to thank Dr Mercola for great advice.
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dav42443
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Historically people got more salt; what about evolutionarily? We crawled out of the oceans about 360 million years ago. From then until

relatively recently we got very little sodium, compared to potassium - nearly all natural foods contain much more potassium vs. sodium -

for example cod has eight, and pork six times more potassium. Breast milk has 4 times more potassium than sodium. It has been

estimated that Palaeolithic hominids got about 11 g of potassium a day and 0.7 g of sodium, a ratio of 16:1. One of the big downsides of

eating this chemical with our food is the increased energy required by the sodium-potassium pumps, effectively draining our cells of said

energy. The robust TOHP (Trials of Hypertension Prevention) studies [dx.doi.org/.../j.jacc.2016.07.745 ], clearly illustrates that a very low

sodium intake reduces all-cause mortality over 20 years.

Further, even a short term, high salt diet, increases pro-ingammatory markers whilst decreasing the anti-ingammatory ones, in both

humans and other animals.[Zhou X1, Zhang L, Ji WJ, Yuan F, Guo ZZ, Pang B, Luo T, Liu X, Zhang WC, Jiang TM, Zhang Z, Li YM. Variation

in dietary salt intake induces coordinated dynamics of monocyte subsets and monocyte-platelet aggregates in humans: implications in

endorgan infammation. PLoS One. 2013 Apr 4;8(4):e60332. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060332.]
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jainsw
Joined On 5/30/2011 7:59:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've recently read a book published in the UK regarding the negative effect of sodium on gut gora. The short version is that too much

sodium will create a gut environment that encourages bad bacteria and restricts commensal bacteria. That being said, what is the best

way to increase potassium levels?
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Sodium HF study is a ridiculous study.  1) There was not much difference in the sodium intake in the two cohorts; 2.1 grams vs. 2.3

grams. 2) Both cohorts were taking less than what the earlier McMaster University salt study recommended, which was 3 - 4 grams. 3)

They did not consider potassium, or the sodium-potassium balance. 4) The study relied on food diaries and patient recall.  And here are

the congicts of interests of the principal investigator of the Sodium HF study. Justin A. Ezekowitz, MB, BCh, FACC General Statement of

Disclosure: CONSULTING FEES/HONORARIA: Bristol-Meyers-Squibb(MODEST), Astra-Zeneca(MODEST), Servier(MODEST),

PGzer(MODEST), Novartis(MODEST), Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co.(MODEST), Novo Nordisk Inc.(MODEST) RESEARCH/RESEARCH

GRANTS: Amgen(MODEST), Bayer Healthcare Pharmaceuticals(MODEST), Merck & Co., Inc.(MODEST), Boehringer Ingelheim

Pharmaceuticals, Inc(MODEST), American Regent(MODEST), Cytokinetics(MODEST)  I'd speculate that the 2018 McMaster University

Salt study is more authoritative: www.thelancet.com/.../PIIS0140-6736  (18)31376-X/fulltext  "Sodium intake was associated with

cardiovascular disease and strokes only in communities where mean intake was greater than 5 g/day."  "All major cardiovascular

outcomes decreased with increasing potassium intake in all countries."  Therefore, it is not salt, it is the salt-potassium balance that is

the relevant metric.
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Pretty much this. Typically we eat less salt but we also eat less leafy greens which provide potassium. The animals where people
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Pretty much this. Typically we eat less salt but we also eat less leafy greens which provide potassium. The animals where people

source their potassium also are on a low sodium/low potassium diet and that translates into the meat. Stress pushes salt out of

the body, but it's needed inside the cells where it brings other nutrients, as part of the sodium/potassium pump. We're electrical

beings, it's why they're called electrolytes and we can't function without them. I've literally stopped non-medical heart palpitations

by adding salt to my drinks (and I've always had a ton of salt on food, so even there I was clearly deGcient) I've coupled it with

Swiss chard, which is easy to grow, eat and is full of potassium.
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oneandforall
Joined On 1/26/2007 8:45:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best salt ever: www.mastersalt.nl   The comment below about Himalayan salt conGrms what I have read before ---the mine is

unregulated and massive...dynamite is used.
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi and good day to you, oneandforall. Thank you for the link that you posted, I really appreciate it. 

🙂
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do I understand the price of MasterSalt correctly - that it costs $271.00 US per kilo (2.2 lb)?
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RobinPClarke
Joined On 12/21/2021 1:25:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't want to disagree with the general position of this article. I highly respect most of Dr Mercola's views and until 2020 I myself

subscribed to the same view of sodium. I always added a little sea salt to all my water, and also had plenty of veggies to get potassium.  I

assumed that I could not have a sodium problem because I always had perfect blood pressure.  And yet....  [new paragraph please]  At the

end of 2020 I was diagnosed with severe "heart failure", with ejection fraction only 1/4 of what it should be. Well, actually I had already

realised I had an under-functioning heart, it's not something you can't notice!  [new paragraph please]  The NHS cardiologists proved to be

as utterly useless as the rest of the medical school loonocracy.[NO new paragraph here please, what an insane webpage!] They insisted

that I must stringently avoid taking potassium.

Whereas I concluded that an injury to my digestive system had caused an acute deGciency of potassium (being unable to digest the

veggies, but still drinking that salty water). And that deGciency of potassium had caused the heart weakness (a causality known for at

least 50 years). And that to recover I had to do the exact opposite of the "experts" and take A LOT of potassium for numerous weeks.

I did that, and.... well, the cardiologists got very squirmy about this patient who had done the exact opposite of their advice and thereby

got hugely better!   So, this article is probably correct in generalisations terms, but we all have our individual factors and sometimes you

DO have to be mindful that sodium can be a problem - speciGcally in my case when scleroderma caused a period of being unable to

digest vegetables.  P.S.: Before supplementing potassium, be aware that it can cause death if you don't know what you are doing.
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RobinPClarke
Joined On 12/21/2021 1:25:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PS - The test for "hyponatremia" is outstandingly useless nonsense. Blood potassium has almost no connection to the potassium

in the cells which is what matters.
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dav42443
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Healthy kidneys can remove large amounts of potassium without problem. Those with damaged kidneys etc., else on certain

prescription drugs (eg. statins), can develop hyperkalemia, which as you say may be lethal.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are on the same page when it comes to how useless doctors and the entire medical system is. Everyone is different. I agree

that digestive issues have a LOT to do with all of our health problems. You know where that starts? The MMR vaccine changes the

digestion in small intestine. Nearly every child that is diagnosed with Autism has a digestive disorder. Digestive disorders cause

potassium (K) deGciency. Back when there were more natural child births and fewer vaccinations there was daylight and dark

differences between the vaccinated and unvaccinated and their physical and cognitive abilities. The unvaccinated were always at

the top of academics and athletics.

Then it was those vaccinated that always got the Autism diagnosis. Most of these vaccinated children with mental issues started

with digestive issues. The medical system realized that the public was taking notice of this trend because they were refusing

vaccines (1980's). That's when "Big Brother" stepped in to not only make vaccinations MANDATORY to attend public schools, but

exempt Big Pharma from any and all liabilities from vaccine injuries. What happened next is extraordinary to say the least. Autism

rates immediately SKY ROCKETED! That wasn't enough! Shortly after that, the FDA approves GMO corn for livestock feed!

Glyphosate is a well know endocrine and digestive disrupter.

After about 5 years, the FDA, under the Clinton Administration, determines that Glyphosate poses no harm to cattle and therefore

is safe for HUMAN consumption! Autism goes from and already alarming rate of 1 out of every 200 to 1 out of 75 and it's steadily

getting worse! It all begins with digestion. Anti-ingammatory foods like green leafy veggies and salmon go a long way at quelling

the digestive problems which improves the cognitive abilities of autistic children. Both of these are high in potassium. Severe

mood swings (typical autism) is a symptom of low K. Could autism be linked to low K?
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That we are all constituted a bit different from each other is something that medical people usually fail to consider. Some folks

need more salt and some folks should have very little. Even the above article says so by listing conditions where salt intake should

be decreased.
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dav5185
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:29:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My personal experience contradicts a lot of this article. 1. Each day for 20 years, I did 30 minutes of power step aerobics in late

afternoon, with either running or ballroom dance practice in early morning. My total sodium intake per day was 900-1000 mg, mostly from

raw liver powder, spirulina, and chlorella. I never had any of the supposed problems reported in this article. At age 60, I had more

endurance doing power step than young female athletes doing step. 2. The studies like Dr. Mercola mentions always treat CHF elderly

with diuretics to excrete the excess sodium, unavoidably also excreting valuable magnesium. In a large retirement complex, the dining

room policy was to prepare the food without salt; you add what you want.

After the complex was sold, the new owners unannounced outsourced the food to Sysco, resulting in a diet with about 4000-7000 mg of

sodium per day. Many people there developed CHF over the next two months. I discovered all this when I went there to address my

mother's newly diagnosed CHF. Her doctor had her on a diuretic to prevent guid accumulation in her lungs and lower legs. I asked the

doctor and also asked a clinical nutritionist "why would she need a diuretic if she was not eating more sodium than she needed?" They

had never heard of doing that. I put her on a diet with 250-300mg of sodium per meal (750-900mg \/day), and she did not need a diuretic.

She had none of the supposed problems reported in this article. 3. After all that, I read a book by a sports nutritionist who had not found

any athlete who needed more than 1000 mg of sodium per day. She said athletes who train regularly reduce the mineral losses in

perspiration. 4. Aside: I think SIADH in athletes (or anyone) is from forcibly exhaling droplets of mucus, more than from perspiration

losses. Mucus needs sodium to hold on to water. I had a dog who got severe SIADH in winter Gghting a uterine infection by producing

tons of mucus to move the infection out of the uterus.
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jamNjim
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Dav5185, just think what the future of today's school kids will be. All they serve at schools today is the premade meals that get

placed over a steamer to reheat. Most of what I've seen is from Cysco. It's such a shame. I'm a young 57, but my school lunches

were cooked from mostly locally sourced ingredients from local farms. Of course, they used commercial grade gour, the factory

made tomato sauce, packaged/process cheese, but the main course (meat) would be fresh and what we call organic. The side

vegetable (green beans) often came out of a can.

Something ground-beef related was served 3 days a week. One day we had burgers, the next day was meatloaf, and the 3rd day

would be sloppy joes/beef stew/chili. Overall, it was healthier than what we ate at home if both parents worked. I grew up in a rural

area with small schools so I guess that made it easier to source and cook real food on the cheap. We had a desert for every meal

and our school cooks made them from scratch! The only thing they served from a can for desert was chocolate puuding.

I've been to Cysco's website many times and I've tried to investigate what goes into their products and it is very classiGed. They

won't tell you anything. I have eaten their products and I hate to admit they taste pretty good, but I suspect MSG is the reason for

the enhanced gavor! We got displaced from our home back in 2015 due to weather and we were being fed with Cysco products. I

was eating less, but somehow gained weight during those 3 months of hell eating Cysco foods.
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CHF Chronic heart failure. SIADH? So is it a good thing to have the mucus and the salt? The dog got severe SIADH Gghting an

infection or he got severe SIADH by producing mucus? and what is SIADH?
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dav5185
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:29:58 AM
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SIADH is "Syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone" secretion, where the body makes too much antidiuretic hormone

(ADH). It was my conclusion that mucus needs sodium to hold on to water; otherwise, the mucus would be too thick to gow. My

dog got severe SIADH just by producing a large amount of mucus, with no sodium lost in perspiring. The way she fought the

uterine infections was Grst to repair the uterine wall after covering the damaged area with mucus to protect the repairing process,

and second to Gll her uterus with mucus (so the mucus traps all the invading bacteria) and then expel the mucus all at once. The

problem was after that, her blood sodium was so low that she could not eat anything or drink water. (She tried water and

regurgitated it.) I never suspected low blood sodium, because I had never read that producing a lot of mucus requires a lot of

sodium.
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Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM
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A couple heart attacks in, if I took a quarter teaspoon full of salt, I'd be coughing incessantly within Gfteen minutes of ingesting it. That

only started happening after the last attack.  I was in a hospital for gallbladder problems and started coughing. The nurse came in and

told me they were concerned about it. I told her she needed to remove the IV, because of the high salt content. She was gone about Gve

minutes and returned with a different IV bag, hooked it up and, within minutes, the coughing subsided.  The salt causes water retention

around the heart and lungs, but, UNFORTUNATELY, that is nowhere mentioned in this article. I don't monitor my salt with any fanaticism,

but do pay attention to if something is very salty, for the reasons stated.
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